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EXECUTIVE FUNCTION
Attend "Do It Myself: Using Executive Functioning Drills To Build Independence" 

by John Barrowman on Wednesday, October 27th @ 9:00 AM 

for a chance to win a resource of your choice! 

Make a selection from the titles listed below

Taking Care of Myself: A Hygiene,
Puberty, and Personal Curriculum for
Young People with Autism 
by Mary Wrobel
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Through simple stories similar to Carol Gray's
Social Stories® , author Mary Wrobel
teaches caregivers exactly what to say (and
not say) and shows how you can create
helpful stories of your own. Parents and
teachers should begin teaching these
necessary skills as early as possible, even
from ages three to five. The ultimate goal is
to maximize the child's potential for
independence and lifelong social success. 

Taking Care of Myself 2: For Teenagers
and Young Adults with ASD
by Mary Wrobel
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Written for teenagers and young adults with Autism
Spectrum Disorders (ASD), this instructional book is
also for parents, instructors, and therapists to help
teens on the autism spectrum. The information is
written in an easy-to-understand manner with simple
how-to lists. This book is geared for use in an
instructional or home setting for any teenager or
young adult with ASD. 



The author describes the cognitive processes
that make up the executive functions, including
attention, behavioral inhibition, theory of mind,
organizational skills, time management,
planning, decision-making, and self-talk. Using
real examples, she describes how difficulties in
each of these areas may manifest, and offers
practical hints, tips, and accommodations for
supporting children both in and out of school.
Containing a wealth of helpful information as
well as tried-and-tested strategies, this is the
perfect primer for parents and educators of
children with executive function difficulties.

Executive Function Dysfunction
by Rebecca Moyes
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Concise and practitioner friendly, this bestselling
guide has helped put executive skills on the map
for school-based clinicians and educators. The
book explains how these critical cognitive
processes develop and why they play such a key
role in children's behavior and school
performance.

Executive Skills in Children and
Adolescents: A Practical Guide to
Assessment and Intervention 
by P. Dawson
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Tasks galore takes a look at developing tasks
that address skills across curriculum areas. Task
ideas are presented within the following
categories: Fine Motor Skills: Pre-writing,
writing, and computer. 
*Note: Selection can be made based on the age of your

child or student*

Tasks Galore 
& Tasks Galore for the Real World 
by L. Eckenrode
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